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1. Pemilihan Topik Artikel
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A hot topic is any research area that many people will find 
interesting. It can be:

 A puzzling phenomenon

 An unsolved mystery about the world

 A new technology

 A problem needing better solutions

Analisis Kosakata akademis dan teknis yang paling 
sering digunakan di masing-masing bidang ilmu

4

 Arts and Humanities

 Business, Management, and Accounting

 Economics

 Psychology

 Social Sciences

(Hasil analisis pada jurnal di Elsevier)
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Beberapa Kosakata Akademis dan Teknis di bidang 
Arts and Humanities

5

THEORY                        

PHILOSOPHY                    

PERCEPTION                    

CONCEPT                       

INTERACTION                   

RECONSTRUCTION                

BEHAVIOR                      

PRINCIPLE                     

LECTURE                       

CRITICISM                     

EXPERIMENT                    

LITERATURE                    

TEXT                          

CONSERVATION                  

FEEDBACK                      

HOUSEHOLD                     

HUMIDITY                      

TRANSPORT 

Beberapa Kosakata Akademis dan Teknis di bidang 
Business, Management and Accounting

6

BEHAVIOR                      
COMMUNICATION                 
COMPLEX                       
CONSUMER                      
DIGITAL                       
DYNAMIC                       
EFFECTIVENESS                 
EMERGING                      
EMPIRICAL                     
FRAMEWORK                     
IMPACT 

INNOVATION                    
INTERACTION                   
INTERNATIONAL                 
MEDIA                         
OUTCOMES                      
PERSPECTIVE                   
POTENTIAL                     
RESOURCES                     
REVIEW                        
STRATEGY                      
THEORY 
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Beberapa Kosakata Akademis dan Teknis di bidang 
Economics

7

ADJUSTMENT                    
AGGREGATE                     
ALTERNATIVE                   
BEHAVIOR                      
CAPITA                        
CONSUMPTION                   
CORPORATE                     
CORRELATION                   
CRISIS                        
EMPIRICAL                     
EQUILIBRIUM                   
EQUITY                        
ESTIMATION                    
EXPENDITURES 

FUNCTION                      
HOUSEHOLD                     
IMPACT                        
INNOVATION                    
INTERNATIONAL                 
INVESTMENT                    
MONETARY                      
NEGATIVE                      
PANEL                         
RATIO                         
REGRESSION                    
REVERSE                        
THEORY                        
UTILITY 

Beberapa Kosakata Akademis dan Teknis di bidang 
Psychology 
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ACTIVATION                    
ANXIETY                       
ASSESSMENT                    
BEHAVIOR                      
CLINICAL                      
COGNITION                     
CORRELATIONS                  
CORTEX                        
DISORDER                      
FUNCTIONAL                    
IMPAIRMENT                    
INTERACTION                   
INTERVENTION 

MOTIVATION                    
NEGATIVE                      
NEUROSCIENCE                  
ONSET                         
PARTICIPANTS                  
PATIENTS                      
PERSONALITY                   
RESPONSE                      
STIMULI                       
SYMPTOMS                      
TASK                          
THEORY                        
THERAPY 
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Beberapa Kosakata Akademis dan Teknis di bidang 
Social Sciences
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ASSESSMENT                    
BEHAVIOUR                 
CARBON                        
CATEGORY                      
CLIMATE                       
CONSERVATION                  
CRITICAL                      
DENSITY                       
EFFECTIVE                     
ENVIRONMENT                       
FRAMEWORK                     
GLOBAL                        
IMPACT                        
INTERVENTIONS                 
LANDSCAPE 

LITERATURE                    
MEDIA                         
MULTIPLE                      
NEGATIVE                      
NETWORK                       
PARTICIPANTS                  
PERCEPTIONS                   
RESOURCES                     
RURAL                         
SPATIAL                       
STRATEGY                      
SURVEY                        
SUSTAINABILITY                
TRANSPORT                     
URBAN 

2. Bagian-bagian dari Artikel Jurnal
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 Title

 Abstract

 Introduction

 Methods

 Results

 Discussion 

 Conclusions

 References
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Alternative cara penulisan:
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 Title

 Abstract

 Introduction

 Methods

 Results

 Discussion 

 Conclusions

 References

 These can be written first, as you 
are doing your experiments and 
collecting the results.
 Methods and Results

 Write these sections next, after 
you have decided on your target 
journal.
 Introduction
 Discussion 
 Conclusions

 Write your Title and Abstract 
based on all the other sections.

Title

12

An effective title should:

 Convey the main topics of the study

 Highlight the importance of the research

 Be concise

 Attract readers

A title with too many unnecessary words: 

Does Vaccinating Children with Inactivated Influenza Virus 
Inhibit the Spread of Influenza in Unimmunized Residents of 
Rural Communities?

A better title: 

Effect of Child Influenza Vaccination on Infection Rates in 
Rural Communities
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Abstract

13

The Abstract is:

 A summary of the content of the journal manuscript

 A time-saving shortcut for busy researchers

 A guide to the most important parts of your manuscript’s 
written content

Your Abstract should answer these questions about your 
manuscript:

 What was done?

 Why did you do it?

 What did you find?

 Why are these findings useful and important?

Checking the Academic Level of the Abstract

14

 Academic Vocabulary

 Readability
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Checking the Academic Vocabulary
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The Academic Words from COCA

http://www.wordandphrase.info/academic

16
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17
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The Readability test
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Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level test

 This test rates text on a U.S. school grade level. 
The formula is:

(.39 x ASL) + (11.8 x ASW) – 15.59

Calculating the Readability using MS Word

20

 Click the File tab, and then click Options.

 Click Proofing.

 Under When correcting spelling and grammar in Word, 
make sure the Check grammar with spelling check box is 
selected.

 Select Show readability statistics.

 After you enable this feature, open a file that you want 
to check, and check the spelling. When Word finishes 
checking the spelling and grammar, it displays 
information about the reading level of the document.
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Introduction

21

Move 1 Establishing a research territory
 by showing that the general research area is important, central, 

interesting, problematic, or relevant in some way.

 by providing background information about the topic.

 by introducing and reviewing items of previous research in the area.

Move 2 Establishing a niche
 by indicating a gap in the previous research, raising a question about 

it, or extending previous knowledge in some way.

Move 3 Occupying the niche 
 by outlining purposes/aims, or stating the nature of the present 

research or research questions/hypotheses.

(Adapted from Swales and Feak 1994: 175 and Bunton 2002: 67)

Methods

22

This section provides the reader with all the details of how you 
conducted your study. You should:

 Use subheadings to separate different methodologies

 Describe what you did in the past tense

 Describe established methods briefly, and simply cite a 
reference where readers can find more detail

 Describe new methods in enough detail that another 
researcher can reproduce your experiment
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Results
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In the Results section, state what you found, but do not interpret 
the results or discuss their implications. Just state the results.

 Use subheadings to separate the results of different 
experiments.

 Results should be presented in a logical order. In general this 
will be in order of importance, NOT necessarily the order in 
which the experiments were performed. 

 Use the past tense to describe your results; however, refer to 
figures and tables in the present tense.

 Do not duplicate data among figures, tables, and text. A 
common mistake is to re-state much of the data from a table in 
the text of the manuscript. Instead, use the text to summarize 
what the reader will find in the table.

Contoh kesalahan umum dalam menjelaskan data 

24

The highest spending of 
Family A is on mortgage, 
which is 32%. Then, the 
spending on food is 19%, 
spending on entertainment 
is 16%, and spending on 
bills is 14%. The last 
spendings are for the car 
which is 9%, the clothes 
which is 8% and the 
miscellaneous is 2% .
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Contoh cara menjelaskan data 
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Family A spend more on 
their mortgage than they do 
on anything else (32% of 
their budget). This is exactly 
twice what they spend on 
entertainment each month. 
Their food budget is slightly 
higher at just under 20%. 
.........

Discussion

26

 Interpret the results.

 Compare your results with those from other studies: Are they 
consistent? If not, discuss possible reasons for the difference.

 Mention any inconclusive results and explain them as best you 
can. You may suggest additional experiments needed to clarify 
your results.

 Discuss what your results may mean for researchers in the 
same field as you, researchers in other fields, and the general 
public. 

 State how your results extend the findings of previous studies.
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Conclusion

27

The main parts of the Conclusion (Thompson 2005: 317):

 introductory restatement of aims and research questions

 consolidation of present research (e.g. findings, limitations)

 practical applications/implications

 recommendations for further research (optional).

3. Penilaian Artikel Jurnal

28

 What research question/s do the authors address? Do they 
make a good argument for why a question is important?

 What methods do the authors use to answer the question? 
Does their overall strategy seem like a good one, or are there 
major problems with their methods? Are there other 
experiments that would greatly improve the quality of the 
manuscript? If so, are they necessary to make the work 
publishable?

 Were the results analyzed and interpreted correctly? Does 
the evidence support the authors’ conclusions?

 Will the results advance your field in some way? If so, how 
much? Does the importance of the advance match the 
standards of the journal?
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Penilaian Artikel Jurnal

29

 Will other researchers be interested in reading the study? 
If so, what types of researchers? Do they match the 
journal’s audience? Is there an alternative readership that 
the paper would be more suitable for? 

 Does the manuscript fit together well? Does it clearly 
describe what was done, why it was done, and what the 
results mean?

 Is the manuscript written well? If the manuscript has many 
mistakes, you can suggest that the authors have it checked 
by a native English speaker. If the language quality is so 
poor that it is difficult to understand, you can ask that the 
manuscript be corrected before you review it.

4. Cara Memilih Jurnal untuk Artikel Kita

30

 Lihat Saran Umum

 Lihat Daftar Pustaka di Artikel Kita

 Lihat Journal Rangking, misalnya: www.scimagojr.com

 Gunakan Website Khusus untuk Memilih Jurnal
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Lihat saran umum 
(misalnya: di http://www.oxfordlanguageediting.com/choosing-a-journal)

 Readership

 Does the journal have a defined audience? Is it niche or broad? Is it 
local or international?

 Does the journal specify the specialisms of its readership?

 Will the audience find your paper interesting and useful?

 Have you read or cited this journal in this or previous work?

 Scope

 What are the aims of the journal? What is its scope?

 What kinds of papers are published in the journal? Are they similar 
to yours?

 How often is the journal published?

 Who is on the journal’s editorial board? Do they have good 
reputations in your field?

 Peer review & publication speed
 Do they have an online submission system?
 Does the journal offer an advanced publication service?
 Do you need a quick decision?

 check the journal website for handling times
 look at accepted and revised publication dates

 Colleagues
 Have any of your colleagues published in this journal?
 Did this publication lead to wide readership and citations of their 

paper?

 Fees
 Does the journal charge publication fees?

 Indexing
 Is the journal indexed? What is its Impact Factor?
 If it doesn’t have an Impact Factor, does it use a different kind of 

system? (e.g. Eigen Factor?)

Sumber: http://www.oxfordlanguageediting.com/choosing-a-journal
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Lihat Daftar Pustaka di Artikel Kita

Ke Jurnal mana sebaiknya saya memasukkan artikel saya?

 Lihat Daftar Pustaka (atau Pustaka Acuan)

 Lihat judul-judul jurnal yang dikutip.

 Pilih salah satu dari jurnal tersebut.

Mengapa?

 Artikel kita sudah berada di ‘area’ jurnal tersebut.

 Editor jurnal lebih menyukai naskah artikel yang mengutip 
artikel-artikel dari jurnal tersebut meningkatkan impact 
factor.

33

Daftar Jurnal Scopus (www.scimagojr.com)

34
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Beberapa Website Khusus untuk Memilih Jurnal 
yang Sesuai dengan Naskah yang Kita Tulis
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 SPRINGER: http://www.springer.com/gp/authors-
editors/journal-author/journal-author-
helpdesk/preparation/1276

 ELSEVIER: http://journalfinder.elsevier.com

 https://www.journalguide.com/
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http://www.springer.com/gp/authors-editors/journal-
author/journal-author-helpdesk/preparation/1276
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39

40
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http://journalfinder.elsevier.com/
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42
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https://www.journalguide.com
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47

Beberapa Website Khusus untuk Memilih Jurnal 
yang Sesuai dengan Naskah yang Kita Tulis
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 SPRINGER: http://www.springer.com/gp/authors-
editors/journal-author/journal-author-
helpdesk/preparation/1276

 ELSEVIER: http://journalfinder.elsevier.com

 https://www.journalguide.com/
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Post-submission

49

Editor’s Decision based on the 
Comments from the Reviewers

Accept
Minor 

Revision
Reject

Major 
Revision

The revision 
will be 

checked by 
the Editor

Revise and 
Resubmit

The revision 
will be 

checked by 
the same 
reviewers

Send the 
paper to 
another 
Journal

Proof for Printing

The revision 
can be 

checked by 
either the 

same 
reviewers or 

different 
reviewers

Accept Minor 
Revision

5. Mengapa Artikel Kita Ditolak?
Professor David Phillips (University of Oxford), former Editor of the Oxford 
Review of Education, has offered the following explanations:

50

 The article is not ready; it is only a draft.

 The article is too parochial (it will not appeal to a wider, international 
audience).

 The article is written in poor English.

 The manuscript is poorly prepared.

 The article is too short or too long (check the article length specified 
in author guidelines).

 The article has been submitted to the wrong journal (the material 
will not be relevant to the readers - check the aims and scope of a 
journal before submitting to it).

 Nothing new is stated or found.

 The article is under-theorized.

 It is not properly a journal article and would be better suited to 
another form of publication.
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Concluding Remark
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 Pertanyaan setiap hari Senin

Sudahkah Anda membaca abstrak artikel jurnal 
hari ini?

 Biasakanlah membaca minimum tiga abstrak artikel 
jurnal terbaru di bidang ilmu kita masing-masing, agar 
kita bisa mengetahui perkembangan terbaru dan 
untuk mendapatkan ide penelitian. 
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Deny A. Kwary, Ph.D.

kwary@yahoo.com

www.kwary.net


